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Uncover all of the culture and natural beauty of Bermuda with the help of this travel guide. With this

guide in your pocket you will be able to: Discover insider tips and tricks Learn about the dos and

don'ts of the culture Get inspiration for adventures, activities and sightseeing Everyone needs a little

guidance now and then and by grabbing yourself a Bermuda Travel Guide, you can get acquainted

with these islands well before your travels. Vacations go by fast, but getting yourself prepared

before you go can give you extra time to explore. Throughout this travel guide you will discover: The

top attractions to visit in Bermuda Safety warnings and tips for Bermuda travel A breakdown of

Bermuda weather Facts and stories surrounding the Bermuda Triangle With this must-have guide,

you will have access to all of the necessary Bermuda info with a whole supply of useful tips and a

splash of entertainment. Get a copy of the Bermuda Travel Guide, so you can be on your way to

planning your most memorable vacation of the year.
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This little travel guide was a very interesting book and I truly enjoyed reading it. I loved how it gave

some history on Bermuda and some travel tips as well as what to do if an emergency arises such as

losing your passport. I loved how it talked about the different areas that were good for sightseeing

and the different attractions to visit. It gave really good descriptions of everything and really helped

figure out a few stops for us on future trips! It was a fun book to read and even talked about the

things to pack and what the weather is like there so it was extremely helpful! I would recommend to

anyone who is looking to enjoy a vacation there! I did receive this book at a discounted rate to try



out for the seller!

The Bermuda Essential Travel Guide contains a ton of suggestions on places to stay, dine, and visit

while you are there. The background and history of Bermuda is a nice touch and gives insight in

why the trip will be impactful. This book could use a good editor though to help polish the final

product. I received this book at a discount in exchange for my honest and unbiased review. All

opinions are my own, and are based on my firsthand personal knowledge with the product. I hope

you find my observations and experience helpful as you shop.

Really like this guide,it has full of detailed information about their beautiful places,like natural

landscape,restaurants,museums,historical places,landmarks,where to sleep,what to ride and so

many things a traveller needs to know about Bermuda.I also love the history of the island as

well.This book includes a very good overview of what you need to know along with some great

suggestions.I purchased this book out of curiousity but after reading this book,I now have plans to

bring my kids to Bermuda.

This is a great comprehensive travel guide. It gives great insider tips of monthly festivals, good

dishes at local restaurants, places to rent gear for outdoor activities and pricing to expect for hotel

stays, tourist activities, restaurants etc. In addition it has good historial information of the island and

good tips for first time travelers on what to expect. I love that this is available on my kindle app-

makes it very accessible to bookmark items as we are planning for an upcoming trip. I was provided

this book at a discount in exchange for an honest review.

The people that liked this book evidently have not traveled too much. I could so a better job by just

using online sources and not even going there. The author even failed to provide his last name as it

is written by Steve R, It has an index but the pages of the book have no numbers. The last page of

the book states, "Below you will find some of my other popular books that are popular on  and

Kindle as well." There are no books listed. For packing it says to bring shades "(must-have after you

disembark after passing the international date line)." Where are you coming from to pass The

International Date Line? Figi? It may be cloudy or you may have arrived at night. The book has large

print and quite a few blank spaces. The book is also poorly edited. I have also bought "Fodor's

Travel BERMUDA" which is a much better and more informative book.



This Bermuda's essential Travel Guide is an accommodating aide for those going to the place for

the first time. From this guide you can clearly say that it is written by someone who clearly

understands the place and was able to properly share his knowledge about it.

Very little information. Typo's. Seems like a poorly done high school paper. I had to go to Barnes

and Noble and get a real guide. Don't waste your money on this one.

A great book. In this book you can get acquainted with these islands well before your travels.

Vacations go by fast but getting yourself prepared before you go can give you extra time to explore.

You will discover the top attractions in Bermuda and also safety precautions while in there. I

recommend this book it is very helpful.
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